Quantal analysis of hippocampal long-term potentiation.
Long-term potentiation (LTP) is a lasting (hours, days) increase in electrical responses after brief (seconds) high-frequency activation of monosynaptic pathways. It represents a popular model to study mechanisms of learning and memory. There is a general agreement on mechanisms of LTP induction, at least for LTP in hippocampal area CA1. However, a controversy exists about mechanisms of LTP maintenance: there is evidence for both pre- and postsynaptic locations of LTP mechanisms. Publications on statistical (quantal) analysis of fluctuations of excitatory postsynaptic potentials in hippocampal and some other structures are reviewed. The analysis suggests two independent mechanisms for LTP maintenance during the first hour. They are termed LTPm and LTPv and are expressed as changes in the mean number of transmitter quanta or quantal content (m) and changes in the effect of one quantum or quantal size (v), respectively. The increased number of transmitter quanta per presynaptic impulse (LTPm) can account for the many-fold increase in synaptic efficacy during LTP, especially when initially "silent" connections increase their release probabilities (p). The increase in the number of effective release sites is considered to be secondary to the increase in p. Appearance of new subsynaptic receptors, which can produce an apparent increase in m, is not excluded. The additional mechanism (LTPv) can account for an essential part of potentiation when the LTP magnitude is relatively small (< 60% increase over pretetanic amplitude). Experiments with paired-pulse facilitation support postsynaptic mechanisms for quantization and for LTPv. Intriguing problems for future statistical analysis of quantal synaptic mechanisms for behavioral memory and conditioning are understanding the different mechanisms for induction of LTPm and LTPv, and their contribution to the maintenance of LTP during post-tetanic periods of > 1 hour.